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Making Meaning from May 4th – Unit plan

Day 1 – Social Studies teacher does lesson on history and significance of May 4, 1970

Day 2 – ELA teacher assigns a research and writing and presentation assignment with the prompt “How to connect the lessons learned from May 4th to my life and current social justice causes” culminating in a class presentation using technology the following week.

Day 3 – The Media Center Specialist explains how to use the May 4th Special Collections website to research May 4th following the ELA teacher’s criteria and provides support as they research

Day 4 – School admin coordinates a field trip to the May 4th Visitors Center and the protest sites and student memorials

Day 5 – Social Studies teacher does a lesson on pro-Vietnam and protest posters with students then assigns the students to create their own poster in class.

Day 6 – ELA teacher leads a Socratic Seminar on May 4th based on knowledge gleaned from lessons, research, field trip, posters, and reflection. The focus of the seminar is how what we learn from May 4th connects to preventing similar scenarios and protested for social justice in present-day life.

Day 7 – Students present their May 4th social justice assignments using a variety of media in combined Social Studies and ELA class

Day 8 – Students present their May 4th social justice assignments using a variety of media in combined Social Studies and ELA class

ELA and Social Studies state standards connected to this 8-day lesson:

SL.8.4 Present claims and findings, emphasizing salient points in a focused, coherent manner with relevant evidence, sound valid reasoning, and well-chosen details; use appropriate eye contact, adequate volume, and clear pronunciation.

SL.8.5 Integrate multimedia and visual displays into presentations to clarify information, strengthen claims and evidence, and add interest.

Government Content Statements:

8.20. Active participation in social and civic groups can lead to the attainment of individual and public goals.

8.21. Informed citizens understand how media and communication technology influence public opinion.